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About This Game

A mighty sorcerer cursed your land, you are trapped inside your own home!

The terms of the Mighty Sorcerer are simple:
1. Get Five Keys

2. Talk to him
3. Cancel the curse

Tips:
By playing you will unlock in-game achievements, they are good, very good for you as they give Click Power, Workers,

Soldiers, Archers, Wizards..

-- What you can do in game --

Explore:

1. Shop - In the shop you can buy Workers, they generate Resources per second
- Trade 10 Workers for One Soldier so you can start incursions, trade Soldier for Archer to help your army, buy powerful

Wizards and rule all the Incursions.
- Increase Soldier, Archer, Wizard power by paying a small resource price.

- With Resources you can spent some to decrease the Incursion time!
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2. Incursions - Explore the incursions with your army and get rewards as Resources, Workers, key..
- Incursions can get your army killed, but don't worry, it is a good place to explore.

- The Incursion time only decreases when the game is open.

The goal is to complete the achievements, get the keys and talk with the Mighty Sorcerer so you can deliver the keys and he can
stop the curse.

Game Controls:
F1 Mute / Un-mute all the game sounds.

Use the left click to play

Best of luck.
---

Steam Trading Cards will be available once the game sells a bunch of copies, so please, help!
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pewpewpewpewpewpewpewpewpewpewpewpewpewpewpewpewpewpew good but could be better.
Zombie AI is terrible and you can't see through certain angles.. 1 hand on my mouse and the other on my peepee, easy money.
This is what Bethesda should have done when they released Horse Armor DLC.... https://youtu.be/BEGbTLzrJnQ

Twin-stick shooters rely on tight controls to and fast action to be compelling, this boat based experience lacks in both
departments. It may be more realist for a wide turning radius but it feels bad.. Could be better, but there are glaring problems
with bugs, broken hitboxes and inconsistent English that breaks any immersion you might have going into this. There are also
some concepts that are inconsistent, like ranged characters being able to shoot in the direction of the mouse, but melee
characters not being able to do the same, and how clicking on rooms for fast travel does not work properly if you don't center
the room you want to click on. Weapon changes do not change how your character's weapon looks like, and the Explosive slots
for the Witch and Thief say "this is where the Detective keeps his explosives."

There should not be rooms where invincibility items are necessary, considering that there is only a chance you will get them as
drops. And considering the map is randomly generated, you may be stuck in between impossible rooms at the beginning with no
means of escaping. It encourages a boring and slow farm of invincibility items with other characters to make it possible to beat
with other characters.....which, if that was the intention of the devs, then I get it, but this game has not got me invested enough
to waste time doing that.

Overall this game is 50\/50. It has potential, but at the moment that's all it has.

. This game shows how gameplay is king. So simple yet so creative and fun. Excited to see what the developer has in store for
future titles. Gonna pick this up again on the switch to play in handheld!.. Mellow, shallow tracks in low- and midtempo. Perfect
for puzzlies and minigames, so I'm sure: it's worth it!. Its and adorable lil puzzle game with a lil cartoon rabbit in peril...what
more could you want. :)
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it is sadly boring and repetitive.... Very interesting!
I wouldn't really "recommend" this game to everyone as it doesn't have a typical appeal like story (I didn't understand a single
thing about the plot), graphics (standard pixel art) or gameplay (incredibly buggy and unpolished).

The only appeal that I can find is its weirdness.
I personally quite like figuring stuff out for myself instead of being told and trust me, this game is happy to hide as many details
as possible from the player.

I spent 2\/3 of my time restarting various times trying to understand the mechanics of this game and once it all "clicked" I
breezed through the game from start to finish with no problems in one attempt, I even skipped a lot of items (optional ones like
health and traps that help agaist hazards) since I already figured out how to reach the end.

Basically this game is not complex, it has only a couple of simple rules.
It's just that said rules are a little arbitrary and explained quite ambiguously but once you figure them out you're good to go.

If I explained them you could essentially beat this game in 30 minutes or less so the meat of the game is mostly being in the dark
trying to understand what's going on which is in the end what the devs were going for thematically, even though that's a result in
equal measure not only of their creative vision but also pure amateurishness.. It does not take itself seriously, and it is rather fun.
The humor is hit and miss, but i get the feeling it may be aiming for a younger audience. Unlike most TD this one is perfectly
suited for childrens as there is no real violence or even gore. The games otherwise play well with a decent choice of towers and
the rare mechanic of controlling a main character who also count as a mobile tower on it's own, a bit like Anomaly. If you are a
big TD fan it's worth a try at least, but do expect a simpler friendly game.

-Lost. Fun game but...

I've lost two playthroughs because the game quit unexpectedly and my progress was lost.

Pretty annoying!. Its a good mod to play when you're board and wanting to kill headcrabs :)
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